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Our world is undergoing unprecedented change

We are transitioning 

into the Green Age, this 

needs vast amounts of 

core metals

mega trend – multipolarity

…meanwhile, we are observing that the 

global status quo is faltering, and that there 

is increasing competition and conflict…

…which necessitates a 

rethink on the security 

and stability of supply of 

core metals.



Our society began and will continue to retool for the Green Age
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Although there are many facets of decarbonization, the most visible is the EV

5Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023
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Transitioning to BEVs is critical for the 

decarbonization effort and phasing out ICEs in favor 

of BEV has strong policy support across key markets



China has leapfrogged the west in BEV production and will turn to massive exports

6Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023
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Part of that success can be attributed to being ahead of others in securing the 
value chain 

7Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023



Battery chemistry continues to be a dynamic to manage as it determines which 
specific metals are needed, and how much

8Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023



However, anticipated thrifting in metal intensity, not just in the battery but in other 
decarbonization applications, looks to manage demand to some extent
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Average metal Intensity in the battery (kg/kwh)
Average copper use in a BEV (kg per car)

Average copper use in renewable energy (‘000t/GW)

Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023 and CRU Copper Market Outlook December 2023 Report
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Despite this, the demand growth continues to be strong with, again, China is playing 
a key role in closing the supply gap
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18% annual 

demand growth

(‘23 to ‘28)

770kt 

gap to fill

Source: CRU Lithium Market Outlook February 2024 and CRU Nickel Market Outlook December 2023 Report
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However, the changing geopolitical landscape has introduced more risk and uncertainty, 
and this is impacting access to core materials
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great power 

struggles and 

potential for 

escalation

disruptions 

of key trade 

lanes

emergence of a 

powerful new trading 

/ economic block

trade restrictions (REs, 

Graphite) and sudden 

disruptions core raw 

materials



The US is responding with historical policies to secure and onshore their 
decarbonization value chains

12Source: CRU Battery Value Chain Market Outlook December 2023



While various carbon mechanisms have emerged to facilitate decarbonization and 
with CBAM an attempt to “even out” the carbon playing field
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CBAM
(Carbon Border Adjustment 

Mechanism) 

embedded emissions: up to the point of import

(although much more complicated than this)

likely to become globally accepted

Source: World Bank

various frameworks cover ~25% of all GHG emissions



This means that investment in low-carbon production will quickly become a key 
competitive advantage in the years to come

14Source: CRU Long Term EU Carbon Price Report December 2023, CRU Commodities Emissions January 2024 Report, and CRU Emissions Analysis Tool for Nickel Mine Industry
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…particularly when a carbon barrier is fully enacted and enforced
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Source: CRU Mine Cost Analysis Tool for Nickel Mine Industry



Nordic nations have a unique opportunity to become established as an anchor for 
the supply of core metals
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Nordic Advantage

1. Rich resource base of core metals

2. Human capital and advanced technical 

knowhow

3. Renewable energy and focus on low-

carbon

4. Access to large sovereign funds to 

facilitate and accelerate development
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